1. MAIN TITLE 2. GOODBYE BROTHER 3. FINALE (FROM “SEASON 1”)
4. WARRIOR OF LIGHT 5. WINTERFELL 6. MOTHER OF DR AGONS
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19. WINTER HAS COME 20. HEAR ME ROAR 21. THE WINDS OF WINTER
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FOREWORD:
MUSIC OF GAME OF THRONES

It was back in 2011 when Ramin Djawadi was first asked
to score a new TV series called Game of Thrones… In that
first season especially, whether due to budget restrictions
or by choice of the composer, a lot of the music was
written for a small string ensemble, and filled out with
synthetic pads and percussion. Over the course of the
next six seasons the music budget (as well as the overall
production budget) got bigger and bigger to match the
ever-increasing viewing figures the show was enjoying.
It was partly for this reason that we decided to bring
Music of Game of Thrones to life. The hope is that, armed
with an 80-piece symphony orchestra, choir, and all
new arrangements (by the wonderful Evan Jolly), we’ve
achieved a consistent listening experience. We wanted
to bring together the best that Ramin’s huge catalogue
of music for the show has to offer, and breathe new life
into it with ‘live’ musicians.
Rick Clark, Producer

FA NTASY BE C OM E S R E AL I T Y…
Six seasons in and there is no question that
Game of Thrones is a television phenomenon. HBO’s epic
small screen adaptation of George R.R. Martin’s series
of fantasy tomes continues to draw in record audiences
around the world, and shows no signs of slowing down.
Indeed some 8.9m people tuned in to the Season Six
finale in the US and with repeats, recordings and ondemand viewings taken into consideration, it is estimated
that Game of Thrones enjoys an average of 23m viewers
per instalment. So it’s a bona fide hit, and then some.
But what is it about this quasi-medieval fantasy that has
so captured the world’s attention, not to mention the
acclaim of critics? With a whopping thirty-eight Emmy
Awards (and counting), this series remains the darling
of prime-time pay TV.
What started out as a proposed trilogy of books,
American writer George R.R. Martin soon realised that
his new mythology had legs and thus he planned for
seven novels. The book series, entitled ‘A Song of Fire
and Ice’, has certainly kept Martin busy since the first
volume’s publication in 1996. Over two decades later
and the sixth and seventh volumes are yet to be finished,
let alone published. Still, with 60m copies of the books
sold worldwide to date there is no shortage of appetite
for the material.
By the time David Benioff and Dan Weiss got around to
convincing HBO that Martin’s world would make a fine
television series, the fifth novel (‘A Dance with Dragons’)
was well on its way. They just needed to convince
Martin himself, which they did after apparently passing
something of a pop quiz at their first meeting with him.
Both had read the four books and impressed the writer
with their knowledge and understanding of his story
and characters, so he knew his work was in safe hands.
A pilot was planned, cast and shot… but it never aired.
Suffice to say Game of Thrones was in bad shape, and
ninety percent of it had to be re-shot by a new director,
with a few major roles re-cast. That resulting first episode
eventually aired in April 2011 and set the tone for all
that would follow, hooking audiences from the start with
its memorable characters, lavish sets and costumes, and
a no holds barred attitude to sex and violence. This
was accessible, inclusive fantasy drama for grown-ups;
Middle Earth with bare flesh; Dynasty with Dragons…
Thrones is a melting pot of Norse and Greek Mythology,
Tolkien and War of the Roses lore perhaps, but it was a
pot that fans wanted to consume from greedily and ten
episodes later, the demand for further seasons was huge.
The epic scale of the on-screen action would seemingly

be matched behind the scenes, with the series boasting
one of the largest ensemble casts on television, plus a
plethora of far-flung locations standing in for the realms
of Westeros and Essos. Based out of Belfast’s burgeoning
‘Titanic Studios’, the Game of Thrones machine has
travelled worldwide, taking in the UK, Iceland, Morocco,
Croatia, Spain, Malta, and the US; which may be some
kind of record in itself for a television production. The
body-count certainly must be a record-breaker too, with
no character safe from the axe/sword/knife/arrow/
heavy object; but that is perhaps to be expected in a land
where a week doesn’t go by without someone trying to
claim the Iron Throne, or escape its latest occupant’s iron
grip. Winter was coming, and with it lots of bloodshed.
The showrunners have had plenty of source material
from which to plunder of course, indeed they were set
up for the first five years by Martin’s published books,
but the writer was seemingly putting the creative brakes
on and there were fears that the show could overtake
him. Those fears were realised when it was apparent
the sixth novel (‘The Winds of Winter’) would not be
finished before writing needed to begin on Season Six,
and so Martin shared his plans for the major characters
with the show’s creative team, allowing them to continue
production without having to face a considerable gap
between seasons, and the ageing of key younger cast
members. So with Season Six, Game of Thrones entered
a brave new world, carving its own narrative path on
screen away from the books; and with ratings seemingly
higher than ever, it appears the show can do no wrong
and fans are taking that path with them to the bitter (and
surely very bloody) end.

SONGS OF ICE A ND F I RE …
Ramin Djawadi’s ‘Main Title’ theme for Game of Thrones
has become a bit of a classic in its own lifetime. The
repetitive driving rhythm and solo cello, played out
over a three-dimensional map of that much-loved
fictional land, is at once familiar, enticing and exciting,
truly whetting the appetite for adventure. But it almost
wasn’t to be, as another composer was originally slated
to compose the music for the series; indeed Oscarwinning British composer Stephen Warbeck was hired
to score the ill-fated Pilot episode. His departure from
the initially troubled production left the door open for
Iron Man and Prison Break composer Djawadi, whom
the showrunners had had their ears on for some time.
It’s said Djawadi was hesitant at first, being busy with
other projects - such as the 2011 remake of Fright Night
and another new series called Person of Interest (20112016). A look at an early cut of the re-shot first episode
changed the composer’s mind, though, and with just
ten weeks to go until the season premiere he set to work,
creating that theme and others for key characters. With
budgets nowhere near as hefty as they would be for later
seasons, Djawadi would programme much of the music
synthetically, embellished by a small number of live
musicians, soloists and percussion. It was a score worthy
of any action epic, however, with themes introduced for
the Stark’s, the Lannister’s and Daenerys Targaryen that
would become the lifeblood of all the episodic scores
that followed. The latter’s theme would evolve and grow
over time, beginning in Season One on solo cello, but
gaining power along with her thanks to the addition of
percussion, duduk and choir.
With a second season came a larger budget, and the
composer was given the opportunity to paint with a
much larger canvas from there on. Joining the synths and
percussion were the strings and things of the Czech Film
Orchestra & Choir - so Prague is really no stranger to the
sounds of Game of Thrones. The addition of voices and a
live orchestra added much to the listening experience of
course, but aided the production greatly too, giving it a
more tangible dramatic scope and emotional resonance.
With so much music created for the sixty episodes so
far broadcast, this album can of course only take in so
much. The particular cues and themes it does highlight,
though, lend themselves beautifully to this symphonic
reimagining, taking the listener on a journey from
Beyond the Wall, through Winterfell, The Vale of Arran,
King’s Landing, Dorne, and across the Narrow Sea to
Mereen and the realms of Essos. The beating heart of
this music is always Djawadi’s ‘Main Title’, notable for
its part in the likes of Season Two’s ‘Mother of Dragons’,

Season Four’s beautiful finale cue ‘The Children’ and
Season Six’s triumphant ‘Winter Has Come’. Daenerys’
rise to power begins in ‘Finale’ from Season One, and
continues through the likes of the atmospheric ‘Dracarys’
and the haunting ‘Mhysa’ (both from Season Three),
while the tunes for House Stark and House Lannister ebb
and flow through the seasons, with the latter transformed
into something of a lament in Season Five’s ‘Atonement’.
That season also saw Djawadi give us the action-packed,
and just a little creepy, ‘Son of the Harpy’, another
highlight from this symphonic selection.
Strings, percussion, voices and ethnic instrumentation
were present and correct throughout the first five seasons,
but Djawadi’s scores were notable for the absence of
piano. That was put right in the opening of Season
Six’s finale episode with the cue ‘Light of the Seven’, a
lengthy piece unlike anything else in preceding scores.
Suffice to say it caused a stir and immediately became
a fan favourite. It makes a further appearance in ‘Hear
Me Roar’, a cue which also takes in the Lannister theme.
The finale episode was also notable for the addition of
a new theme for Jon Snow, who had been riding the
musical coat-tails of House Stark since the first season,
until he was crowned King in the North.
Since scoring Game of Thrones, Ramin Djawadi’s
star has only continued to rise. He has taken on big
screen blockbusters such as Pacific Rim, Dracula Untold
and Warcraft: The Beginning, not to mention HBO’s
latest hit series Westworld, and was nominated for a
2014 Primetime Emmy for the Thrones Season Four
episode ‘The Mountain and the Viper’. His Season Six
soundtrack album made it No 1 on the Billboard Chart,
the most successful release of his series music yet, and
it was recently announced that he is to tour the US and
Canada with a live Game of Thrones arena concert. With
that to look forward to, not to mention two more seasons
in the works, there’s plenty more music to be found in the
Seven Kingdoms. Hodor!
Michael Beek, Film Music Journalist
michaelbeek.co.uk
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